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Born in a Rainstorm

The moment a young Norwegian entrepreneur realized that his

grandfather’s old galoshes could withstand even the worst Manhattan downpour, he 

decided to rejuvenate these classic accessories. And SWIMS was born. SWIMS debuted 

their vibrant update of the galoshes in 2006; its instant success soon spawned a range of 

innovative, weather-friendly footwear and apparel, enabling people to take

on the world—whatever the weather.

Evolved in the Sun

The reinvention of the loafer established SWIMS as an essential summer brand all over 

the world. Innovative in material and construction alike, SWIMS took the loafer from the 

promenade onto the beach and into the water. Today, SWIMS continues to build upon a 

rich heritage of classic footwear, creating a unique range of contemporary classics that 

look just as natural on a bustling city street as they do relaxing by the pool.

Classic Reinvented

SWIMS creates style essentials that enable the world to embrace the modern good life. 

At heart, SWIMS combines a deep appreciation for classic footwear silhouettes with 

a drive for innovation. SWIMS applies new technology to enhance water resistance, 

breathability, traction, and comfort. Only when the right balance of style, elegance,

and utility is met is a product worthy of the SWIMS name. 
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City Hiker Footwear 

16 City Hiker

17 City Hiker Low

Motion Footwear

19  Motion Penny Loafer

20  Motion Cap Toe

21  Motion Wing Tip Oxford

22  Motion Chukka

23  Motion Chelsea

24  Motion Wing Tip Boot

25  Motion Country Boot

Motion Outerwear

28  Motion Shirt II

30  Motion Field Jacket

31  Motion Car Coat

Coats/Parkas/Vests

34  Zürich II Parka

36  Zermatt II Parka

38  Portland II Vest

Breeze Footwear

41  Breeze Tennis Leather

42  Breeze Tennis Knit

43  Breeze Wave Penny

44  Breeze Wave Boat

45  Breeze Wave Lace

Loafers

48  Classic Venetian Loafer

49  Penny Loafer

49  Braided Lace Loafer

Galoshes

54  Classic Galosh

55  Classic Spike

56  Mobster

Rainboots

57  Charlie Rain Boot

Raincoat

58  Basel Raincoat

Accessories

60  24 Hour Holdall

61  48 Hour Holdall

62  Necessaire

63  Attaché

64  Tote

65  Belt Bag

66  Hybrid Bag

67  Backpack

68  Short Umbrella

69  Long Umbrella
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It’s important to get some perspective on the SWIMS story. It sounds unbelievable 

now, but back in 2006, we reinvented the galosh—that humble, utilitarian piece of 

footwear worn on rainy days—and today, we’re a global, year-round lifestyle brand. 

Born in Norway and cultivated around the globe, our brand now stands tall with 

footwear and apparel.

How? Step by step, we’ve proven we’re here to stay, with a continuously evolving and 

rising family of footwear, outerwear, and accessories, all showcasing the marriage 

of utility with smart, weather-friendly style. The first-ever SWIMS Concept Store 

on Prinsens Gate in Oslo. SWIMSPOOL, a show-stopping rideshare event bringing 

Formula 1 to the streets of NYC and London. An influencer-first, immersive, pop-up 

initiative in Spring/Summer 2019. And exciting brand and solution developments 

in Fall/Winter 2019 destined to leave our mark as global style ambassadors. And 

tying it all together, a refreshed brand identity and fully optimized experience on 

swims.com. 

We’re making moves and leaving our mark. Come along with us. 

This Fall
Leave Your Mark.
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This Fall





Paying homage to our Nordic roots, in October 2018 we opened our very first Concept Store on Prinsens 
Gate in Oslo—the heart of the Norwegian capital’s fashion district. As global as we are, it means so much to 
us to bring the SWIMS story home and welcome passers-by with open arms and, now, open doors.

This custom-designed space infuses customers’ journey with an elegance and a utility that speak to SWIMS’ 
smart lifestyle solutions. Instead of a checkout counter, visitors navigate a large, central community table 
with an array of comfortable seating options. Each surface serves a dual purpose, highlighting SWIMS’ 
footwear and apparel by day and seamlessly transitioning into a vibrant, after-work event space in the eve-
nings—perfect for casual yet lively get-togethers. 

We loved it so much we decided to relocate our offices and showroom here, too. We are made to move and 
leaving our mark indeed! Stop by when you’re in town—it would be our pleasure to show you our new home.

Prinsensgt 25
0157 Oslo 
Norway
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